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Ask students to select a right that they think is especially important and to create 
individual slides on the Kid Pix slideshow or on a PowerPoint program showing the 
importance of ensuring that every child enjoys the specified right. Assemble the slides 
as a class presentation (or use paper and felt pens to produce a class book). Encourage 
students to illustrate and explain how not having the particular right affects a child’s 
quality of life. Encourage students to show the most important consequence of this 
right in a manner that other students will understand.

After completing the class project, share with other classes to increase awareness of 
children’s rights.

This critical challenge may address these Alberta social studies outcomes:

Specific Outcome 3.2.1.1 Students will recognize how their actions might affect 
people elsewhere in the world and how the actions of 
others might affect them.

Specific Outcome 3.2.1.2 Students will respect the equality of all human beings.

Specific Outcome 3.2.2.2 What are some environmental concerns that Canada and 
communities around the world share?

Specific Outcome 3.2.2.3 In what ways can individuals and groups contribute to 
positive change in the world?

Specific Outcome 3.S.1.3 Students will generate original ideas and strategies in 
individual and group activities.

Specific Outcome 3.S.4.2 Students will support proposed ideas, strategies and 
options with facts and reasons.

Specific Outcome 3.S.4.4 Students will use technology to organize and display 
data in a problem-solving context.

Specific Outcome 3.S.7.1 Students will make connections between cause-and-effect 
relationships from information gathered from varied 
sources.

Specific Outcome 3.S.8.5 Students will use technology to support and present 
conclusions.

For Every Child
This book introduces children to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. Fourteen 
famous illustrators have contributed artwork to highlight individual rights of the child. 
This book is a combination of words and exciting illustrations presented in a format 
appropriate for younger audiences. The adult version of the Convention of the Rights of 
the Child is included in an appendix. The book clearly addresses quality of life and the 
global values we hold for all children. Previewed by Curriculum Support Services.
Castle, Caroline. New York, NY: P. Fogelman Books, 2001.

Create and share a 
visual presentation
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Convention on the Rights of the Child
UNICEF
The Website contains background information on the rights of the child as well as the 
full text of the Convention. Click on the topics in the left-hand-side menu to access 
information.
www.unicef.org/crc

Convention on the Rights of the Child in Child Friendly Language
UNICEF
The Web site contains the text of the child-friendly version of the Convention. Scroll 
down to access complete text.
http://www.unicef.org/rightsite/484_540.htm
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Name: ______________________________________________________ Chart #1

Imagine if ... 
 I didn’t enjoy a right to . . . This would mean that . . .

	 •	 Clean	water	 •	 I	would	often	get	sick
	 	 •	 I	would	be	afraid	to	drink	water
	 	 •	 I	could	die	if	I	got	very	sick


